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Cultural Globalization and Human Security

Abstract

We live in a world of great opportunities, but also of boundless demands. It is generally agreed 
that the 21st century would be a century of culture. Globalization of culture is an important element 
of social globalization. This process should be understood as a formation of various relationships 
and dependencies between societies and their cultures. Globalization of culture entails a change 
in values and norms, a disturbance of social memory, and shallow culture. Presently culture has 
become a consumer culture, and it is created by the world of media and the Internet.

The article is an important voice in a wider discussion on the impact of cultural globalism 
on human security. The author is convinced that cultural globalism to the greatest extent 
affects human personality and social hazards. An important part of it is the description of 
personal security, in which human subjectivity, freedom and responsibility of cultural threats 
play a significant role.
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Globalizm kulturowy a bezpieczeństwo  
personalne człowieka

Abstrakt

Żyjemy w świecie wielkich możliwości, ale i wielkich wymagań. Panuje bowiem powszechna 
zgoda, że XXI w. będzie wiekiem kultury. Ważnym elementem globalizacji społecznej jest 
globalizacja kultury. Proces ten powinien być rozumiany jako tworzenie się różnorodnych 
zależności i powiązań pomiędzy społeczeństwami i ich kulturami. Globalizacja kultury nie-
sie ze sobą zmianę wartości i norm, zachwianie pamięci społecznej, spłycenie kultury. Dziś 
kultura to kultura konsumpcyjna, jej twórcą jest świat mediów i Internetu.

Artykuł jest ważnym głosem w szerszej dyskusji dotyczącej wpływu globalizmu kulturowe-
go na bezpieczeństwo człowieka. Autor jest przekonany, że globalizm kulturowy najbardziej 
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wpływa na zagrożenia osobowościowo-społeczne człowieka. Ważną jego częścią jest opis 
bezpieczeństwa personalnego, w którym znacząco rolę odgrywa podmiotowość człowieka, 
wolność i odpowiedzialność zagrożeń kulturowych.

Słowa kluczowe: globalizm, bezpieczeństwo, globalizm kulturowy, zagrożenia, bezpieczeń-
stwo personalne
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Культурна глобалізація та особиста безпека людини

Анотація 
Ми живемо у світі великих можливостей, але і великих вимог. Всі згодяться, що 21 сто-

ліття буде століттям культури. Глобалізація культури є важливим елементом суспільної 
глобалізації. Цей процес слід розуміти як формування різних залежностей і зв’язків між 
суспільствами та їх культурами. Глобалізація культури приносить із собою зміну цінностей 
і норм, порушення суспільної пам’яті та затирання культуру. Сьогодні культура – культура 
споживання, її творцем є світ ЗМІ та Інтернету.

Стаття є важливим голосом під час детальної дискусії про вплив культурного глобалізму 
на безпеку людини. Автор переконаний, що культурний глобалізм найбільше загрожує 
особистій та суспільній сфері людини. Важливою його частиною є опис особистої безпе-
ки, в якій істотну роль відіграють людська суб’єктивність, свобода та відповідальність за 
культурні загрози.

Ключові слова: глобалізація, безпека, культурний глобалізм, загрози, особиста безпека
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Introduction

Effective solving of contemporary problems seems to be impossible without becoming 
open to complex interpretations of processes related to global issues. Hence at the end 
of the 20th century countries started to open their borders in an attempt at being as 
globally competitive as possible on international markets. International concerns, and 
later on global enterprises started to grow and proliferate in a record-breaking way. 
Consequently the globalisation process has acquired a considerable pace.
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Globalisation is a highly complex phenomenon, which apples to almost each area 
of human life. One the one hand it gives rise to a lot of emotions and controversies, and 
on the other hand constitutes an object of positive reference, and consequently may 
generate not only threats, but also opportunities. A presumption may be made that 
globalisation impacts primarily three fields of human life: politics, economy and culture. 
The major part of research on globalisation generally concentrates on changes taking 
place in the economic and political sphere. Nevertheless it is clear that increasingly 
frequently the process of globalisation exerts a significant influence on the sphere of 
culture both in the stage of its creation and during its consumption. We may find that 
out by experiencing the influence of another (foreign) culture on the original one. In 
such a way the phenomenon is created of the domination of one culture in relation to 
other national cultures, even global ones.

Given the lack of an unequivocal definition, globalisation may be treated in various 
ways – in an extreme way or based on ideological assessment of the defining party. Yet 
generally this concerns certain conditions of the process, which are treated as equally 
as possible [1, p. 148]. They include: global scale, weight and ways of problem solving, 
which to a smaller or bigger extent affect the development of all societies, and which 
may only be overcome thanks to better, more extensive and multilevel cooperation 
of all parties.

Globalisation is a dynamic process, and for this reason its level and course may change 
in particular fields, and may concern commodity markets, but also markets of services, 
production, industry, technology and knowledge, as well as models of consumption and 
mass culture. Very frequently the impact of culture globalisation on human personal 
security is noticed.

The term “globalisation of culture” was coined at the end of the eighties of the 
20th century in connection with the problem of convergence of nations and expansion 
of cultural relations of nations. This term refers to the process of passing on ideas, 
values, and forms of cultural and artistic expression. At the age of the Internet and 
fast communication people are able to cooperate much easier. Multiculturalism and 
cosmopolitism are to a certain extent a manifestation of cultural globalisation, which 
may have positive and negative effects. On the one hand societies are less isolated 
than at any other period before in history, and nowadays even those individuals who 
cannot travel are capable of understanding other cultures and meeting people from 
other parts of the world in person. People change their views and lifestyles under the 
impact of global cultural and consumptional trends. Globalisation contributes to the 
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development of cultural ties between nations and affect migrations of people. Another 
positive example is the interaction of artists. Globalisation allows communication 
with artists from many regions and the presentation of their works on a global arena. 
This allows the appearance of fewer stereotypes and misunderstandings in relation 
to other persons and cultures.

Yet on the other hand cultural globalisation is continuing the risky loss of cultural 
identity. The potential loss of cultural identity comprises growing endangerment of 
assimilation – absorption of a low culture by a major one, disintegration of cultural 
minorities within a culture of a great nation. However, it should be borne in mind 
that globalisation of culture differs from cultural imperialism, which means a rather 
significant hegemony of developed countries in various spheres of public life as com-
pared to another country, including the imposed popularisation of western values.

The process of inculturation of nations is accompanied by numerous associated 
concerns, with one of the main ones being the globalisation of culture, which not only 
leads to the homogenisation of global culture, but also to a great extent represents the 

“Americanisation” of cultures worldwide. The spreading of American corporations 
abroad entails different consequences for local cultures. For example, the impact of 
American companies on the cultural identity of other countries may be observed 
in relation to foodstuffs. First of all, eating as such is considered in many countries 
an integral aspect of culture. Secondly, restaurants may affect habits and customs 
in societies, in which they operate. A good example may be France, the society of 
which is proud of its local cuisine, which reflects their exceptional culture by certain 
national products (such as pancakes, cookies). For this reason many Frenchmen fear 
that American restaurant networks could take over with their fast foods. In addition 
members of the French society are convinced that fast food is not a part of the French 
cuisine and that its quality is inferior to their own local produce.

When drawing attention to the importance of foodstuffs as a field of influence of 
one country on another, one should bear in mind that it is not only the United States 
that may play a dominating role in this respect. Many other countries are also con-
tributing to the development of global culture, and their national cultures affect the 
United States. A good example of this sector is Hollywood, where there is an integra-
tion of elements coming from more than one culture. The majority of people consider 
Hollywood as something fully American by nature. However, while Hollywood is 
dominating in global cinemas, and American movies are under foreign influence, 
one of the reasons for success is the fact that right from the earliest years this place 
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has been open to foreign talents and foreign money. Furthermore, in certain cases 
American movies were remakes of foreign films. 

The goal of this article is to present on the one side adverse consequences of cultural 
globalism on identity-related human hazards, and on the other hand – to present the 
most important elements of this globalism in diverse areas of personal security. The 
research article formulated by the author is: in which areas of human personal security 
are elements of cultural globalism the most pronounced? 

1. Impact of cultural globalism on man’s identity hazards 

Cultural globalism should be perceived as a process of influencing the complex human 
internal and external life. A source of problems comprises intensifying contradictions 
in human nature, culture, social and political life and in economics. They require the 
adoption of universal rights and principles, according to which the entire reality is 
functioning, and the appropriate conduct of an individual. 

The cultural crisis and the feeling of loss experienced by the modern man are to 
a certain extent an effect of a lack of balance between the uneven development of the 
sphere related to mentality, and the technical and technological progress taking place 
around it. This is due to the fact that the development of cultural consciousness does 
not go hand in hand with the development of modern technologies, giving rise to the 
paradox of man’s inability to catch up with his own inventions – as if he was not yet 
ready to make proper use of them. Feliks Gross referred to this phenomenon when he 
wrote about the effects of short-term American assistance in the period after World 
War II (called technical assistance), which was aimed at economic development of 
original African societies by deploying there technical devices and production means, 
which were at the time quite modern. Yet those ambitious plans failed when it turned 
out that effects aimed at improving wellbeing depend first of all on the mental ability 
of the users of those civilizational achievements, users who can benefit from them in 
different ways and with varying benefits for oneself [2, pp. 209–212].

Pointing at dilemmas connected with formation of identity at the age of ambig-
uous, ambivalent and multicultural modernity, Agnieszka Cybal-Michalska draws 
attention to the fact that “[…] importance is gained here not only by the question as 
to what is identity, but also to the way in which identity is created and how it changes” 
[3, p. 13]. In this context the author performed analyses and studies, emphasising that 
given the globalisation and regionalisation processes and turning from modernity to 
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post-modernity, importance is gained among others by questions as to who we are as 
a nation with which we identify ourselves and which elements are comprised by our 
national identity, which are comprised by European identity, whether the downfall 
of the national state means the end of national identities, and how to create European 
identity concurrently in a parallel way to the national identity [4, p. 14].

The available literature comprises several perspectives of perceiving and interpret-
ing identity (among others the traditional and evolutionistic interpretation, phenom-
enological and cognitive interpretations). Undertaken attempts at finding responses 
to those questions, analyses and interpretations of indicated phenomena enabled 
noticing and raising awareness of polysemy – ambiguity – of the concept of identity, 
which started to comprise an increasingly broad scope of problems connected with the 
complex process of perceiving oneself and the others in continually conducted inter-
nal and external dialogue. It seems that the dominating orientation is of “becoming”, 
continuity and uniqueness, self-reflection, self-knowledge system. Many authors tend 
to analyse identity from the social and individual viewpoint, making a reference to 
the psychosocial aspect, which is represented by Henri Tajfel and John C. Turner, or 
to the phenomenological aspect represented by Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann 
[5, p. 33 and following pages].

Individual – personal – identity is connected to such concepts, as: authenticity, 
integrity, sense of existence, belonging, anchoring, autonomy, self-respect. It is formed 
thanks to the need of seeking and creating the sense of life so characteristic for man 
and applies to a human being living in a society. Social identity is formed in combi-
nation with it and to a certain extent as its condition. This is due to the fact that an 
individual constructs his own self via groups and communities that overlap each other. 
It is them that provide specific categories necessary to describe oneself. As an effect 
persona identity is a response to the question as to data related to gender, age, family, 
language, religion, religious beliefs, nationality, education, social and economic sta-
tus, political views etc. On the one hand it includes the sense of “familiarity”, “being 
oneself”, “being home”, and on the other hand – experiencing being different in nev-
er-ending confrontation with people and with social groups, their culture, existential 
problems, activities and measures creating own identity [6, p. 335].

This broad set of definitions may be extended by “identity of borderline individual”. 
One can be convinced of the need of taking this category into consideration, along with 
its values, educational importance in tasks which we should be implementing on cultural 
borderlines [7]. Alina Szczurek-Boruta has emphasised that identity is “[…] in the first 
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place a task and a commitment” [7, p. 117]. We are responsible for this task both in 
relation to ourselves and in relation to the society.

The contemporary human – as stated by Erich Fromm – “lives in the illusion that he 
knows what he wants, when in reality he only wants what is wanted from him. (…) as 
a result of this process he loses his true self, without which there is no real security of 
a free individual. On the other hand, the loss of one’s inner self intensifies the need to 
become adapted to the binding role models” [8, pp. 236–237]. In such a way there is 
a good chance that a society would be established comprising individuals deprived of 
depth and own thoughts, unable to criticise or distance in relation to themselves, con-
nected by a spontaneous herd instinct [9, pp. 103, 149]. In such a situation it is not easy 
to speak of the feeling of security, because it develops based on elements that are lasting 
and robust. In such a situation ontological security – as insisted by Anthony Giddens 

– has an equally weak basis as in the case of rigid traditionalism. Assuming the identity, 
or to a bigger extent of pseudoidentity in response to expectations of the others, which 
causes that “(…) an individual has a feeling of security only to the extent in which the 
others consider his behaviour as appropriate and reasonable” [10, p. 261].

Erik Erikson, pondering over a human being concurrently in three dimensions: 
organism – nature, ego – me – consciousness and a member of a social group par-
ticipating in culture and creating such culture, attempted to solve the dilemma of 
dependencies that exist between individual needs and social expectations, nature 
and culture. And so the ego is to constitute a specific area of mediations between the 
organism ad requirements of social and cultural life. In his concept he distinguished 
four factors: conscious feeling of individual identity; unconscious striving at lasting 
preservation of an individual nature; implementation of the ego synthesis; maintaining 
an internal solidarity with group ideals and group identity [6, p. 329].

Given the ongoing social changes, dynamics and variability of microstructures 
and macrostructures, identity may be perceived, studied and interpreted in different 
ways. It is certain that the individual identity is related with interactions, involvement 
of a social actor in interactions at a level of small groups [11]. In many aspects the 
approach of symbolic interactionism is suggested, yet it fails to exhaust many other 
possibilities. As indicated by Antonina Kłoskowska, theories of symbolic interac-
tionism refer mainly to social culture, primarily the one implemented in informal 
relations [12, p. 13].

The noticeable impact of cultural globalism on identity hazards of man was no-
ticed by Gordon Mathews. It leads to a situation in which the identity of modern man, 
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called by the author “consumer’s identity” [13], poses a serious threat for the future 
of the society, as well as of the individual himself. 

Building up identity in present conditions is incomparably more difficult than it 
had been in the past. A member of former societies had a strong support in tradition. 
His world provided him shelter in culture, and responses to existential questions con-
tained in it offered the feeling of relative security. A modern individual, on the other 
hand – as implied by Chantal Delsol – has considered himself a demiurge. A contem-
porary individual, rejecting hitherto axioms, has concurrently lost the hitherto shelter 
and was faced with contradictions of existence. At the same time he believes that he 
is “(…) a source of all responses and questions, and that he himself chooses his refer-
ences. He thinks that he has no need any world of culture, and that his cultural world 
is limited to his behaviour, views, definitions coined when needed and rejected when 
he thinks their time has passed. A modern individual who is unable to say anything 
about oneself is a context without text. He gives in to a great adolescent temptation to 
live only with freedom, pure form deprived of contents” [10, pp. 68–73, 93]. 

In the past clear types of identity prevailed, identity matrixes. During the war 
this was a type of a patriot ready to sacrifice his life in defence of the homeland, and 
during peace or development – type of worker, labourer, and community activist. 
In other periods prevailed types of: beaurocrat, romantic, positivist etc. Currently 
it is becoming increasingly difficult to point to a defined type of identity, because 
all possible ones do exist, as the formation of identity in a modern man has become 
a continuous, dynamic, ending process, which at the same time is also unforeseeable 
and variable from the contextual viewpoint. Increasingly frequently it is indicated that 
it is impossible to speak of one identity, because each person has several, and social 
life is a continuous sequence of episodic interactions, in which some identities vanish 
while others turn up as emphasised by Marcin Karłowski [14, p. 85].

The security of maintaining identity is also endangered by the process of destruct-
ing individual culture present in contemporary globalisation. Many living worlds 
experience the invasion of electronic mass media, transplanetary tourism, global 
English, global consumptionism and other supra-territorial forces, which remain in 
conflict with local tradition [14, s. 346].

According to distinguished specialists in problems related to fear – Richard La-
zarus and Suzan Folkman, the magnitude and course of stress or trauma depend on 
a subjective evaluation of the situation. This theory, sometimes called the relational 
theory, assumes that in a transaction taking place between an individual and the 
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surroundings, the element of assessment is the key one, and it is that element that 
determines basically the level of experienced fear and whether the individual is able to 
cope with stressful events. Furthermore, R. Lazarus and S. Folkman emphasise here 
also the importance of personal predispositions of the individual [15]. Also other ad-
vocates of the cognitive concept of man combine phenomenon of fear with an attitude 
of current valuation [16, pp. 3–4]. Similar situations and an evaluating approach to 
issues connected with experiencing of threats may be noticed in sociology. “Mediating 
interpretational matrixes” is a formulation which according to Piotr Sztompka refers 
to “a resource of ways” of looking at social changes and their interpretation existing 
in the given community or culture [17, p. 44].

Failure to cope with own emotionality is conducive to personality disorders. A good 
example in this respect may be an emotionally unstable personality of an impulsive 
type, or the so-called borderline personality, anxiety personality or the dependent 
personality [18, p. 67]. Characteristic features of the impulsive personality include 
in the first place: emotional instability (in particular instability and unpredictable 
mood swings), irritability, tendency to violent outbursts of negative emotions (anger, 
rage, hate), or in turn of admiration, behaviour that may endanger the surroundings. 
On the other hand the specifics of the borderline personality arise from: inability to 
control own emotions and impulsiveness, propensity to violent behaviour, which may 
be a frequent source of conflicts with other people, permanent experiencing of inter-
nal emptiness, propensity to self-destructive behaviour, recurring suicidal attempts, 
identity disorders, in the apparently good adaptation to social life. Anxious (avoidant) 
personality is characterised among others by: dominating feeling of tension, anxiety, 
fear, low self-esteem, excessive sensibility to assessments made by others which is con-
ducive to limiting social interactions and narrowing of the number of acquaintances 
due to fear from disapproval. Furthermore, the main features of dependent personality 
include in the first place: passive subordination to the others, avoiding responsibility 
for own actions, feeling of helplessness, lack of competence, withdrawal, inability to 
cope with stress [18].

The activation of the mental mechanism of escaping from freedom – as described 
by E. Fromm –leads to becoming subordinated to others, conformism, helplessness 
and the loss of own individuality [9, p. 46]. It is an expression of the lack of civiliza-
tional competencies to acting in conditions of social acceptance for the construction 
of one’s own style of living. After all it seems that the contemporary society, which is 
a source of the culture of individualism and relativism tends to facilitate the creation 
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of narcissistic individuals. This expression is not accidental, because – as stated by  
Ch. Delsol: “(…) a contemporary individual, even an adult one, remains an unsteady 
young man, characterised by inconsistent desires, contradictory statements, (…) lack of 
responsibility” [9, p. 91]. Narcissistic personality in the context of contemporary identity 
has also been taken up by Christopher Lasch. The universal awareness of global risk 
related to the development of modern technologies and institutions, with concurrent 
low feeling of perpetration causes that the majority of people isolate themselves from 
those problems and withdraw to the personal world, in pursuance of mental and 
physical self-advancement. This does not mean anything good for the social interest, 
because as a rule a narcissistic personality “(…) is not too proficient in recognising the 
needs of others, and the feelings of grandeur clash with the feeling of void and lack of 
authenticity. When deprived of fully valuable relations with the others, a narcissistic in-
dividual needs a continuous inflow of admiration and approval to support the uncertain 
self-esteem” [19, pp. 234–235]. Such an individual also needs a “mock up” of a feeling 
of security consisting of all types of products and services, which he keeps consuming. 
The prevailing monopoly of economy – considered to be “the last triumphant ideology 
of the 21st century” [10, p. 149] – is certainly conducive to strengthening such attitudes. 

“When universal values and the sense of collective life vanish, only a single objective 
remains: live in the best possible comfort” [10, pp. 150–151].

Cultural globalism also has a negative impact on the risk level in humans which 
is impossible to eliminate. Each action, each choice made, paving the way is an effect 
of necessity and gives rise to uncertainty. In the “later” period of modernity risk has 
become a permanent element of activity undertaken by humans. “Acceptance of the 
existence of risk as such, to which we are in a way forced by abstract contemporary 
systems, means recognition and acceptance of the fact that to no extent do our activities 
become systemised into a predefined course and always remain open to accidental 
events” [10, p. 141]. The risk category, to which A. Giddens makes a reference, is not 
limited merely to new threats that appear presently to man, but he considers it as 
a certain attitude towards reality, which he explains as follows: “living in a society of 
risk is a life with an analytic approach towards possible ways of acting, positive and 
negative ones, towards which, as individuals and also globally, we become during our 
social existence”. The risk increases as a result of which the concept of “control” has 
become devaluated, because “changes exceed all possible expectations that an indi-
vidual might have and get out of his control” [10, pp. 140–141]. Consequently risk is 
an inherent component of the life of a contemporary human, it accompanies him in 
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every day life. We can even speak of an awareness of risk, which accompanies all his 
initiatives and activities, even in situations when everything is going on as planned. 
Contemporarily an individual is forced to live with the awareness that something 
could not work out, that something could not have been said and that all the same 
something could surprise us.

2. Cultural globalism in selected fields of personal security

The number of factors arising from the process of globalisation, causing a direct haz-
ard for the life and health of man, keeps growing. Contemporarily a much bigger 
importance is gained by forming the ability of coping with several hazards that arise 
from the dynamic development of civilisation, including the globalisation of culture. 
Globalization of culture entails a change of values and norms, disturbance of social 
memory, shallowing of culture, its considerable variability, moving away from the 
living environment and moving away from a human being. 

The range of globalisation comprises numerous aspects, starting from economic 
ones, up to culture-related ones. Contemporarily the analysis of phenomena and events 
that determine the security of subjects requires finding cause and effect relations in 
the complex post-modernistic reality (material and non-material). It is worthwhile to 
emphasise the essence of personal security, to be able to point to areas of presence of 
particular elements of cultural globalism, which after all becomes expressed in a prac-
tically unlimited diffusion of cultural values, personal role models, ways of living and 
concurrently a potentially unlimited consumption and cultural activity.

Personal security is a relatively new concept, and its representatives do their best to 
make sure that it acquires the dimension of a theoretical construct – theory or concept, 
which may be permanently incorporates into the security sciences. However, researchers 
of the personalistic trend in security need to go a long way to achieve such a state and 
built up an identity of a new discipline of security sciences, where man would become 
the main point of interest and would be considered a basic security object.

Human security – security of an individual, personal or human, or in other words 
personal security – is currently a concept, along with achievements of the Copenha-
gen school has seriously contributed to the development of the way of thinking and 
security practice in the post-Cold War period, and in the first place it has given rise 
to a broad discourse concerning contemporary security paradigm and the object 
dominating within it 20, pp. 41–59].
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The term human security was popularised by the Report of the United Nations 
for Development (UNDP) of 1994, although the genesis of the concept as such may 
be sought in the period directly following after the end of World War II. Already in 
June 1945 – as had been mentioned in the UNDP report – during a conference in 
San Francisco the US secretary of state remarked that the battle for piece has to take 
place on two fronts. The first one of them allows reaching freedom form fear, and the 
second one to freedom from want [21, p. 24].

The basis for the development of this concept was also the dissatisfaction as to the 
level of social and economic development and international security system, which 
had been intensifying since the sixties. In mid-seventies the World Order Models 
Project (WOMP) made an attempt at creating substantive foundations for the crea-
tion of a more stable and just world order, pointing in its studies to the problem of 
individual well-being and security1. In that period this was the very first attempt at 
drawing attention to the importance of personal security in the discourse pertaining 
to the condition and directions of human civilisation going on at that time. Equally 
important in that period proved to be studies of specialists associated with the Club of 
Rome. In the report The Limits to Growth attention was drawn to the fact every person 
in the world faces a series of pressures and problems that require his attention and 
action. These problems concern different spheres and dimensions of living, starting 
from everyday life problems, through local and national issues to global concerns, 
and hence they have to be taken into account in the perspective of building the future 
world [22, pp. 17–18].

The subjective nature of security was emphasised by Ryszard Rosa, who popularised 
the term personal and structural security in the philosophy of security. He stated among 
others that “At the threshold of the 21st century the world we live in and that we are 
co-creators of, has once again reached a turning point, characterised by systemic changes, 
which comprise all living spheres of individuals, societies and states– including issues 
related to widely understood personal and structural security” [23, p. 5]. This pertains 
to emphasising the dynamic provenience of security, which undergoes transformations 
adequate to civilizational development. Transformations take place both by the subject, 

  1 The World Order Models Project (WOMP) was devised in 1968 under the World Law Fund. It at-
tempted to promote values which could be adopted as goals and as a basis for the new world order, 
based on peace, social justic, economic well-being, ecological balance and broad involvement of 
the society in political life. See: http://www.worldpolcy.org/history [dostęp: 25.06.2019].
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as well as his objective surroundings (internal and external). The prospective (dynamic) 
nature of personal security is currently a significant factors in research dedicated to it. 
This issue is all the more important as it constitutes an integral element of etymological 
(theoretical) and practical importance of security. A secure individual is an individual 
capable of developing, enhancing the quality of his existence. Attention should be drawn 
to two dimensions of development in relation to personal security. The first one is de-
velopment incorporated into the general definition of security, while the second one is 
development which is an integral factor of objective surroundings. Consequently the 
process of prospective enhancing applies to the subject (this is the security paradigm), 
but also of the security environment, which undergoes transformations with modi-
fications implemented by the subject. In such a way the dynamic process of changes 
characterises personal and structural security. 

A lot of attention in respect to personal human security was dedicated by Krzysztof 
Drabik, who perceives it on the one hand as concepts of pure practical mind of Imma-
nuel Kant, security of individuals in a just state it as an object of social exchange [24].

From a negative perspective personal security may be defined as lack of hazards for 
many values crucial for people, including the most elementary ones, such as for example 
physical security. We may use here as an example the definition of Kanti Bajpai, in 
whose opinion human security “(…) refers to protecting the personal security of an 
individual and his freedom from indirect and direct hazard of violence. Promoting 
the development of man and good ruling, as if necessary, the adoption of collective 
sanctions and of force occupy the central position in the human security manage-
ment system” [25, pp. 1–4]. Also a positive approach could be adopted towards it, as 
is done for example by Sabine Alkire, who assumes that the goal of personal security 

“(…) is protecting the vital core of life of all people from universal hazards of critical 
importance for them – protection that does not interfere with long-lasting human 
development” [26].

As regards personal security, particularly visible is the “subject”, who is generally 
ascribed with two important features: consciousness and activity, which provide 
a differentiation from the concept of an “object”. However, if we were to stop at such 
a considerably simplified interpretation, it would prove to be impossible to apply it to 
the state or to another institution, to which it is difficult to ascribed the above men-
tioned features, but merely to a human being. 

From the viewpoint of security sciences of importance is to perceive the subject 
in an ontological way. In the ontological aspect the subject is what is inherent and 
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which may be found at the basis of something else, and hence is a kind of foundation, 
a carrier of something that differentiates it from the surroundings. This is such a way of 
existence that the subject, who possesses it, may be a carrier of diverse properties and 
actions, in such a way becoming a perpetrator of changes, nevertheless maintaining its 
individuality [27, p. 245]. At this point it is reasonable to quote Roman Ingarden, who 
is of the opinion that from among “(…) objects lasting over time living individuals, 
and in particular conscious individuals, form a certain existentially distinguished 
group, maintaining in time variability a strict identicity and being characterised by 
autonomic subjectiveness” [28, p. 36]. Consequently from the ontological viewpoint 
the object is an objective, conscious, autonomic being, a specific individual capable of 
undertaking specific tasks. In this aspect it is fully justified to use the term “subject” 
not only in relation to a human, but also to social groups that represent him, such as 
for example family and even state institutions.

As regards personal security, worthy of attention is also the concept of personal 
security space. It may be defined in a general way as a direct space surrounding the 
subject, in many cases distinguished both physically and emotionally, which comprises 
both material and spiritual components, encroaching of which without the accept-
ance on the part of the subject may be perceived by it as a hazard. In this definitional 
formula three sphere influence the personal security sphere: ecological sphere (related 
with the living space of a human being, in which such a being satisfies his existential 
needs and in which an important role is played by relations of man with the natural 
environment), social sphere (related to social space, in which a significant role is played 
by relation of man with other people and institutions of a social nature) and cultural 
sphere (related to cultural sphere, in which an important role is plated by relations 
of an individual with tangible and intangible products of widely understood culture) 
[29, pp. 208–209].

This shows that personal security (of an individual) may be analysed in different 
spheres and categories of functioning of man. On the one hand as a personality con-
struct, or the processual dimension of experiencing the surrounding reality, and on 
the other hand subjectivity, freedom and responsibility.

And it is in those selected spheres of personal security that cultural globalism ap-
pears, as an effect of culture uniformisation process. Such uniformisation may acquire 
different forms among others by the transfer of certain cultural models via the mass 
media, personal contacts, acquisition of products etc. The discovered contents of own 
experiences becomes a cause of ambivalent attitudes. The feeling of fear, anxiety and 
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anguish that arise from experiencing the existential insufficiency alternate with admi-
ration of the world and human possibilities. However, the ultimate balance of victories 
and failures in life forces a human being to acknowledge lack of independence and 
the fragility of our existence. He seeks assistance from the others in all difficult expe-
riences. He also expects assistance from the society. His insufficient force is boosted 
by scientific inventions. He expects boosting his existence, because his own strength 
fails him [30, p. 123].

Pointing to certain elements of cultural globalism in human security it is worthwhile 
to draw attention to the development of satellite and cable TV, telecommunication, 
including mobile telephony, computerisation as well as air and road transport. Many 
of the techniques which are being deployed in common use allows the broadening of 
possibilities of personal cultural choices, but also through occurring parallel economic 
processes suggests such choices, and in some cases even imposes them. As was sug-
gested by Benjamin R. Barber, the entire medial system wins with human complexes 
to take over initiative in the shaping of personal needs of man [31].

Personal needs are an effect of the personal sphere of an individual and are a right 
to his freedom, responsibility for himself, his actions and for the others. An aspect 
of subjectivity of central importance in the aspect of cultural globalism is the agency,  
i.e. the personal causality and its experiencing. The remaining aspects of subjectivity 
also comprise the freedom of choice, authentic partnership interpersonal contacts and 
moral responsibility, one of the conditions of which is activity understood as freedom 
and possibility of choice. 

The claim of advocates of cultural globalism implying that the market only provides 
to the people only the things that they really want should be revised by the activity 
of yet another factor characteristic for the process, and namely advertisement. Pres-
ently it has a budget of USD 250 billion [32, p. 21]. Such television channels as MTV, 
Mode, Travel, not only present trends in global music, fashion or tourism, but they 
are also a 24-hour a day advertisement of the music, touristic or clothing industry. 
The Israeli writer Amos Oz suggested in an thought-provoking way that the biggest 
hazard connected with oncoming processes include global infantilisation, changing 
people into children stupefied by the desire for toys, born to buy [33]. This phenom-
enon is sometimes called “gatism” which means among others the routinisation of 
games [34, p. 280].

One of the basic goals of the media is not only presentation of information, but also 
arousing emotions, affecting human needs, urging to undertaking specific forms of 
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behaviour, and affecting attitudes. “Each time we turn on the radio or the TV, every 
time we open a book, a magazine or a paper, someone is trying to educate us, convince 
us to purchase a product, convince to vote for a specific politician or to adopt a given 
view concerning justice, truth and beauty” [35, p. 10].

Cultural globalism in personal human security has a considerable impact on the 
perceiving of the security level by the given individual. At this point the important role 
of individual features should be emphasised which affect the feeling of security or endan-
germent for an individual. In this group of features it is possible to distinguish among 
others individual tendencies to experiencing fear by a given individual. And apart of 
fear tendencies also to be taken into consideration is the problem of experiencing fear 
in response to hazards which are decidedly more real or which already exist, or emo-
tional unbalancing. It arises from belittling the feeling of security due to the inherent 
propensity of the given individual to pessimistic or negative assessments and attitudes.

However, due to the fact that social behaviour is regulated by the law, the normative 
system should be considered as a highly useful tool to determine relations that exist 
between security of an individual and elements of cultural globalism.

Summary

To recapitulate it should be emphasised that cultural globalism is a dynamic process and 
for this reason its impact on the functioning of man may be applicable to many fields of 
his functioning (education, professional work, free time etc.). The confluence of cultures 
on various planes is highly visible in the 21st century like never before as an effect of which 
a specific phenomenon was formed, which is frequently specified as “multiculti” and is 
visible both in the culture of European and non-European countries. 

The goal of the article has been implemented, as the author has presented several 
negative consequences of the impact of cultural globalism on the identity security of 
humans. The formulated research issue has been solved. On its basis a presumption 
may be made that cultural globalism is most prominent in such spheres of personal 
security of man as: personality and identity, subjectiveness, freedom and responsibility, 
experiencing of risk, fear, stress or uncertainty. One should concurrently bear in mind 
that cultural globalism not only has a negative impact on humans, but also a positive 
one, for example in technological and communication progress, and the ensuring 
ability of crossing spatial barriers, cultural and intercultural openness, weakening of 
xenophobia, parochialism etc. 
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To be able to form the human personal security it is also necessary to form free and 
integrated personalities, having initiative, capable of creative and responsible actions. 
It is necessary to teach each person to be responsible for himself, and concurrently 
taking up responsibility for the others. In this respect considerable importance should 
be assigned to education for security, both at school and extracurricular one (family, 
peer, medial etc.). Education should not only provide knowledge and shape abilities 
allowing the counteracting all hazards, but it must also discover talents of a student, 
develop his cognitive and cultural activity, teach him to assign sense to experience, 
comprehension of specific issues and give rise to the willingness of seeking effective 
solutions.
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